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CIVILIAN. GALLANTRY AWARDS TO DOCTOR AND SHEPHERD

The King has approved the awards of commendations to Dr* Fowler Yates

McKendrick, M.B., Ch.B, and Mr, Eric Campbell, both of Tongue, Sutherland,

The awards are in recognition of brave action and resolute leaderhip in

the successful rescue of the badly-injured sole survivor of a crashed R.A.F.

aircraft.

On the night of August 25th this year, the aircraft crashed and burst

into flames high up on the side of a mountain in Sutherland, Eric Campbell,

a shepherd, saw the conflagration from afar and collected a party- of volunteers

from a village six miles away.

Campbell, accompanied by Dr, McKendrick, led the rescue party 1,700 feet

up the steep and difficult mountain-side to the scene of the crash.

Darkness, heavy rain and swollen streams combined to make the ascent

extremely perilous. The last 500 feet of the climb was so precipitous that it

could only be made on hands and knees. The burns which were in spate had

become raging torrents.

Under Campbell’s resolute leadership the rescue party eventually reached

the scene of the crash. There was only one survivor, who was badly injured,

and Campbell immediately set off down the mountain to fetch medical supplies

and equipment.

During his absence, Dr, McKendrick attended to the injuries of the airman,

staying with him for some hours* Prom pieces of the crashed aircraft he

improvised a stretcher and assisted in the hazardous task of getting the injured

airman down the noun tain-side. That the man’s life was saved was due in no snail

measure to Dr. McKendrick 1 s skill and devotion.

Campbell returned in time to guide the party down the mountain-side and to

help in carrying the injured man down.

Then Campbell again went up the mountain and helped to bring down the bodies

of the other members of the crew. Thus, within 24 hours, and without regard to

his own Campbell had mad©--the dangerous and exhausting, journey no less

than six tines.

Earlier in the year, Dr* McKendrick went to the assistance of the crew of an

aircraft which had. -crashed in the dark at an isolated place* On the following

day, a lorry of the R.A.F. Regiment on its way to the scene of the crash, over-



turned on a narrow road and rolled down a steep bank. The doctor, unmindful of

his own safety, rendered prompt and reliable assistance to the injured.

Dr. McKendrick’ 3 arid’ Mr. Campbell's brave actions, which have led to the

saving 'of life, are worthy of high praise.
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